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PRINCIPAL CAST

M
Aidan (Ay-den) Thomas

When Aidan’s parents move the family to Colorado to take care 
of his wheelchair-bound grandfather (Grampin), the teenager discovers 

the Scrolls, which start him on an adventure of a lifetime.

Antoinette (An-twa-net) Lynn Reed
Aidan’s new friend at school, also a believer in King Eliam 

and The Realm of Glimpses.

Faethon (Fay-eh-thun)
The last living son of Falon the Mortiwraith; guards King Eliam’s treasuries.

Falon
The elder of all mortiwraiths, who are enormous, 

venomous underground serpentine creatures.

Farix (Fair-ix)
Glimpse warrior, who does not wear armor.

Kaliam (Kal-ee-um)
Glimpse warrior, former pathfinder, 
now the fourth Sentinel of Alleble.

King Eliam (EE-Lee-um)
The noble and wise monarch of Alleble, who invited Aidan to his kingdom.

Lady Merewen
Once a follower of Paragor, a capable silver-haired 

swordmaiden in the service of Alleble.

Lord Kearn
One of Paragor’s chief lieutenants, who leads the enemy through Yewland.

Lord Rucifel (Roo-si-fell)
Paragor’s Lieutenant, who wields two swords.
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Mallik (Mal-ick)
Glimpse warrior, who wields a massive war hammer.

Mr. and Mrs. Reed
Antoinette’s father and mother.

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Aidan’s father and mother.

Nock
A highly skilled Glimpse archer and warrior from Yewland. 

Twin of Bolt, who died in The Door Within #1.

Paragal (Pair-a-gall) / Paragor (Pair-ah-gore)
The first Sentinel of Alleble, who now rules over Paragory.

Queen Illaria (ill-air-ee-ah)
Sovereign Queen of Yewland.

Robby Pierson (Peer-son)
Aidan’s best friend in Maryland.

Sir Aelic
Aidan’s Glimpse twin, prince of Mithegard. Grandfather was Captain 

Valithor, a hero of Alleble. His father is King Ravelle, ruler of Mithegard. 
His Glimpse twin in the Mirror Realm is Sir Aidan.

Sir Oswyn
Herb-meister, skilled with potions, cures, and salves.

Sir Rogan
Tall blond warrior from Mithegard. He carries a broad-bladed battleaxe.

Sir Tobias (Toe-bye-ahs)
Verbose pathfinder for the new Twelve Knights of Alleble’s journey to Yewland.

Sir Gabriel
Diplomatic envoy for the Twelve to Yewland. Very wise in the lore of Alleble.

Tal
Glimpse warrior, who likes to compete.

Trenna Swiftfoot
Yewland Glimpse held in bondage by criminals in Baen-Edge.
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PRINCIPAL SETTINGS

M
Acacia (uh-kay-shuh)

Small kingdom to the south of Alleble. Once conquered by Paragory, 
it was liberated and rebuilt by King Eliam.

Alleble (Al-eh-bull)
The first Kingdom of The Realm. After The Schism, 

Alleble remained the center of The Realm.

Baen-Edge (Bane-edj)
Two cities divided by a river. It is a commerce center 

and a trading partner for Paragory.

Clarion
Proud kingdom of artisans south of the Shattered Lands.

Paragory (Pair-ah-gor-ee)
A kingdom built by Paragor and his army.

Mithegard (Myth-guard)
A kingdom in the northwestern part of The Realm.

Shattered Lands
Desolate volcanic region; location of the Wyrm Lord’s tomb.

The Blackwood
Forest of massive trees north of Yewland. Sinister things now dwell there.

The Realm
The world of Glimpses, once united with our world, 

was separated by The Schism.

Yewland
Forest city where Nock and Bolt were born.






